Time off lets Fi ndl ay
be with the f amily

Fraternity graffiti mars
men's bathroom in Spa
responsible for the graffi ti, the individual or
individuals will be char ged with vand alism,
according to Kassman.
"I don't think that [the graffiti ] indicates
Editor-in-Chief and News Editor
that frats are here," said Kassman. "I don 't
Fraternity graffiti was scratched into the want to overreact if th is is an isolated inciwall above the urinals and on the walls of the dent."
Scott Mun geon, mana ger of the Spa, said
stalls in the men 's ba throom in the Spa this
week.
the craffiti had not
Scratched into the
I been broug ht to his
t
were
a
collection
pain
I attention asofTuesof Greek letters that
l day mornin g. He
correspond with past
i said he was not on
j
national Colby fraterI duty over the week,
nity chapters includ- ic*x*Xwx*xcc-x*x*x*x*x*xx x-Xj£*x*X"X*xvX^^^
\ end,and hedoes not
ing Kap pa Delta Roe, j
I know when the vanLambda Chi Alpha j
\ dalism occurred.
and Delta Upsilon.
It is against ColIncluded in the
lege policy to assograffi ti are * the inscriptions "Delta Psi, #1 ciate with a fraternit y on or off campu s, acCRFC." CRFC is an acronym for Colb y Rugby cording to Kassman.
Football Club.
The of ficial Colby policy on fraternities , as
"" •^ n'sfe
<- printed in the.St ^^ t^^ .^A:
,.is:/^ushing,
i^^
'94 said heknewndthin gofthe graffiti. "Ru gby pledging, perpetuating, and initiating activiis a club sport and has absolutely nothing to ties by fraternities and social organizations
do with underground fraternities ," said are strictl y prohibited. Anyone engaging in
those activities , either as a member , recruiter ,
Rubin.
Also inscribed was "Kappa Delta Rho/ or potential pledge, will be suspended for a
We live on/93-94," "Frats /Lambda Chi Al- minimum of one year and may be subject to
additional penalties that could include expha/Rules/ and "Lambda Chi Alpha '93."
"Basically, we're going to get it cleaned pulsion ." J an. 15, 1994 marks the ten year anniverup, " said Janice A. Kassman , dean of stusary
of the Trustees ' decision to abolish fradents. There are no suspects in the case, but if
the dean of students office learns who is ternities at Colby. ?
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photocourtesy of David Findlay

Professor Findla y spends his paternity leave at home with dog Casey and
twins Jonathan and Amanda *

BY EMILY CHAPMAN
Contributing Writer

this semester off as a sabbatical , those expectations quickly changed.
"[The time offl allowed me to ease into
parenthood much easier. The lifestyle change
was a shock. It hit me pretty hard. The spring
was a blur — I don 't know how we got
thr ough it," he said.
After the twins' birth , Findla /s wifeRoch-

David Findlay, associate professor of economics, is on leave this semester , but not on
sabbatical. He is on paternity leave, taking
care of his twins,Jonathan and Amanda, who
were born last December.
Althoug h Findlay said he initially saw see FINDLAY on p a g e4

J-Board aquits students
New dean of facult y on the way on harassment char ges?

Brancaccio, Maisel , and Longstaff under consideration
BY LINCOLN PARR
Staff Writer

Three Colby faculty members

have been nom ina ted to succeed

Rober t McArthur as Dean of Faculty when hisappointment expires
" ¦ " " ¦ ¦'¦ ¦
,
on Jul y 1.
the candida tes are Pat
Brancaccio , pr ofessor of humanit ies, Tom Longstaff , prof essor of
religion, and Sandy Maisel , pro fessor of governmen t.
The Dean pf Faculty appointment is generally for a three-year
period with an expected three year
renewal , according to President
William Cotter.
McAr thur will gobackto teaching philosophy after his term expires, ahd plans to takea sabbatical
next year.
'Three advisory groups hatf e
been established to ad vise me on
t he selection process," said Cotter.
The t hree advisory committ ees
are the Faculty Advisory Committee, which is chaired by Russ Cole,
professor of biology, t he Dean's
Cabine t Advisory Committee ,

which includes Mar inel Ma teo '94,
Student Association president , and

Bonnie Johnson "94, Student Associat ion vice presiden t, and the Senior Administrative Staff Committee which is made up of senior staff
members.
"Each of ther three candidate s
are having an open forum to answer any questions from the faculty/' said Cotter.
Th^ forums were ft cld on Nov.
1 1f or Maisel , Nov.15 for Longstaff,
and Nov. 17 for Brancaccio.
In addi tion to these open faculty forurns , each of t he cand ida tes
will have ind ividual meetings with
the three advisory committees.
On Nov. 2,Cotter scn t alc tt er to
the f acul ty, the members of the office of the Dean of the Faculty, the
Presiden t and Vice-President of the
Student , Association , and the Senior Administrative Staff ur ging
signed or confiden tial letters or
comments which "will be shared
shared among all of the three advisory committees."
No ot her st uden t inpu t was
sought.

On Nov. 9 Cotter sent another
letter to the faculty, titled "Some of
theChallenges Facing the New Dean
of Faculty."
"We need a d ean who will have
the capacity to develop, early in his
tenure , an unders t an di ng of t he
opportunities that Colby will conf ront in the balance of t h is d ecad e
and t he acad emic vision to hel p us
selcxt the mostappropriateoptions ,"
wrote Cotter.
Cotter also listed the continued
strengthening of the faculty , the
curriculum ,and campus lif e , representation of the President , managing t he capi t al campa ign , and manag ing of the budge t as ot her issues
facing the new dean.
After each committee has met
with the candidates , they will make
a recommenda
tion to Cotter on Dec.
¦
3.

Cotter will consider the recommenda tions and make a recommendation of his own to the Board of
Trus tees on either Dec. 3 or 4.
The trus tees will then likely
ad opt; Cotter's recommendation at
their January meeting. Q

BY ELIZABETH HERBERT
Asst. News Edi tor

Tachou Dubu isson '95 said she
plan s to app eal the J ud icial Board

decision that declared Matthew
Mc Ginness '96 and Eric Loth '96 not
guilty of verbal harassment on Nov.
7Loth was also found not guilty
on charges of verbal harassmen t
with racial intent , according to
Dubuisson , who brought up both
Loth and McGinness on the charges.
The hear ing stemmed from an
incident that occurred at a Champlin
party on Oct. 23. An ar gument over
t he mus ic selec ti on developed and
Dubuisson claimed that Loth ref erred t o her mus ic selec t ion as
"jungle bunny music." Saf e ty and
Securi ty was called when one student allegedly physically assaulted
another.
Shor tly after the inciden t, Lot h
and McGinness denied saying anything like "jungle bunny music,"
al though McGinness said t ha t he
did hear someone say it.
Durin g the hearing , both Loth
and McGinness claimed that they

did not make tha t statemen t or verbally harass Dubuisson about
chan ging her music, she said.
Dubuisson said the young men
- lied durin g the hearin g and tha t
they should have been found
guil t y.
"These boys lied ," sa i d
Dubuisson , who said that J-board
is not to blame for the verdict.
"What it comes down to is that IJboard] made a decision about what
was presen ted at the meetin g. How
were t he members of t he board t o
know that [they lied 1?"
Loth said he did not lie durin g
the hearing.
"If 1 was gu il t y on her char ges,
I would get pr obation or something, " said Loth . " If I lied , I could
get expelled. I cannot speak for
anyone else, bu t I know t ha t my
witnesses would not chance expulsion for me."
Dubu isson said t ha t Lot h and
McGinness called on several witness to verify their innocence, but
said tha t she did not bring any
witnesses because she felt that it
was unnecessary.
see J-BOARD on page 2

Presidents ' C ouncil ends
reli gious symbols ar gument

Cooks gets study rooms

Presidents'Council and Caleb Cooks'93have agreed to a proposal
set forth by Student Association President Marinel Mateo '94, Vice
President Bonnie Johnson 94, and Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur to
allow the Campus Tolerance Program to use the two open study rooms
on the second floor of Miller Library.
Originally,Cooks,director of the Campus ToleranceProgram, was
granted four study roomson the third floor of the library,according to
Cooks.Several students complained to the Student Affairs Committee
of the College when they learned that the study rooms, which are
usually given to seniors doing honors theses,were going to be remodelled to house editing equipment to be used by the Campus Tolerance
Program. Students were also concerned that the noise^nade while
editing the films would disrupt studying, said Cooks.
Cooks will now set up shop in two of the four open study roomson
the second floor for editing and producing his movies.
Cookssaid that shooting is almost over on his first movieof the year,
and he hopes to start editing soon. There will be a screening of the film
in Februaryfor a small audience, and an all-campus screening later in
the yearwith other Campus Tolerance project films. (W.G.)

Up a tree without a sled

Students wishing to sled down Chapel Hill this winter will find
themselvesup a tree.
Physical Hant has planted treeson the hill in the sledding path as
part of a master plan for landscaping that Director of Physical Plant Alan
Lewis developedsix yearsago. The plan is to beautify the campus and
involves planting flowerbeds and new trees and replacing trees lost to
Dutch Elm disease.
Lewisis willing to move problematic trees on Chapel Hill io accommodate those who wish to sled this winter,he said.He said he is "quite
anxious to meet and discuss this with people who have opinions."
Possible solutionsareto put up bails of hay for protection,or to move
some of the trees out of the way,according to Lewis.
"I love trees and all,but^Jieyare right in the middle of the hill. If they
moved them twenty feet it would be O.K., or we will have to find
another place to sled," said David Marx '96. (MX.)

Presidents'Council didnot want
this subject to b£ dropped, so they
Contributing Writer
drafted a proposal tomakeaplaque
that includes the symbols of many
The Student Association has worldreligions.ThesymBolswould
developed a proposal that could surround the Colby insignia and an
possibly resolve the debate sur- explanation of the represented relirounding religious symbols on gions and of Colby's policy of inLorimer Chapel.
clusiveness would also be on the
Last spring the administration plaque. It would be mounted on
received complaints that some stu- marbleand laced on thegroundin
p
dents wereoffendedbythe crosson front of the chapel,according to the
top of the Chapel. The Campus Stu-Aproposal. Theresponsesfrom
Community Committee then the majority of Presidents'Council
formed a sub-committeeto lookinto members and President William
various ways of adapting the frieze Cotter were positive.
of thechapelto makeeveryonecomThe proposal will be discussed
fortable. Their proposal to add ad- and voted on ir.hall meetings and
ditional religious symbols to the then at Presidents' Council. From
Chapel, however, was expensive, there it will go to CampusCommuhad limited support, did not get nity Committee,then tothe faculty
votedonbyeitherPresidents'Coun- and then to the Board of Trustees. If
cil or the faculty, and was eventu- approved, it may be installed
as
ally removed from consideration.

"Stoner s " talk about their, drug
BY JONATHAN CANNON
Staff^i-iter

Marijuana use at Colby, unlike
that of alcohol, has never been out
in the open.
"It's hard to know how widespread drug use is on campus —
It's hard to gauge," said Janice
Kassman, dean of students.
However, according to Eric, a
self-described "stoner," "If the administration had any idea about
Professor of Economics Jan Hogendorn recently orchestrated a
how many people smoked pot,
letter, signed by 18 of 19 professors of economics at Bates and Colby, they'd be scared."
urging Maine's congresspeople to support the North American Free
Three students,Eric,Roger,and
Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Kim (not their real names), were
The letter was mainly directed at Senator Tom Andrews, who was
interviewed for this article.
undecided on the issue, according to Michael R. Donihue, assistant
Eric, speaking for the group,
professor of economics.
admitted to "smoking [pot] basiHogendorn's letter was a "small lobbying effort" on the.part of
cally every day."
Colby and Bates, said Pugh Family Professor of Economics Henry
'I go to class all day, spend the
Gemery.
eveningstudyingin thelibraiy,then
It was logistically impossible for the last professor to sign the letter
come back and do a coupleof bong
becausehewasoutof thecountry,accordingtoHogendorn.Hogendorn
hits for Letterman, and then go to
alsosaid that logistics prevented him from getting Bowdoin professors
bed," he said.
to sign the letter.
"We pretty much can get pot on
"Most economists agree that there are gains accrued by expan ding
campus whenever we wantit,"Eric
trade," said Gemery.
said. "A couple of people always
Despite the letter, Andrews chose not to endorse NAFTA,according
have it. But the campus has been
to tuesda/sBostonGlobt,(J.L. & W.G.)
dry lately."
"The dealersdon't have a const an t supp ly," said Kim. Some
J-BOARD, continued f r ompa g e1
peoplecircumventthis problem by
"[At the Champlin partyl they for appeal because I think the trial growing their own mar ijuana in
wereconstantlystrikingat my char- was held in the manor it was sup- their rooms, she said.
acter/'said Dubuisson. "They don't posedtobeconductedin,"saidLoth
The three suggested that stueven know my name."
"I'm upset that my feelings to- dents who share a liking for the
"I was sick to my..stomach to ward the school I usedto feel safeat substance form a sort of commuknow that these guys would learn and comfortable at has changed,"
nothing from this/'said Dubuisson. said Dubuisson. "I don't feel com"I don't think shehas a realbasis fortable anymore."Q

Colby and Bates were for NAFTA

Have a safe and
happy
Thanks giving.
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nity at Colby.
"The majority of people I know
— in fact, all my good friends -*have done it or do it on a regular
basis," Kim said.
"We try to pool our money together — it makes things a lot
cheaper. I have spent a lot this
year,"said Eric.
Forthese students,findingdope
is fairl y easy—theyknow who to
talk to. But, as Eric said, 'It might
be hard at first for a freshman to
find pot. It depend s upon who a
first-year knows. They have to meet
the right people."
The feeling among these students is that occasional marijuana
use is akin to occasional drinking,if
not better.
"If I always had dope,I wouldn't
ever drink," Eric said.
"There are more advantages to
'pulling tubes,'" said Kim.
"I do work, then do bong hits,"
said Roger, "just like other people
do work, then come back and have
a beer."
Hecited thedrawbackstbdrinking—health problems and "belligerent drunks," as reasons why he
prefers pot.
"Drunks beat their wives and
children. Stoners don't do that.
When you're drunk, you can't do
anything. But,when you'restoned,
you can deal with things. When
you're drun k, you act like an ass,"
said Roger.

¦

'People who smoke are laid
back,just in tune with everything,"
said Kim.
They admitted, though, that
smoking can create problems.
"Smoking pot interferes just as
much as drinking" said Kim.
"It depends upon how you balance it. The drug can takecontrol,"
said Eric.
Additionally, Kim said, "If my
parents knew the extent to which I
smokeddope,they'd comeand kidnap me."
:"I try not to go to class stoned,"
Eric said.
Kim added, "When I'm stoned,
I can't deal with academia."
"Lastyear,!wasin [a verysmall]
class stoned. It was scary," said
Roger.
'Marijuana may become more
popular as the drinking rules become stricter," said Kim.
"The administration cares more
about drinking," said Eric, "but if
all the stonerscameout of thecloset,
the administration would have to
crack down."
Director of Safety and Security
John Frechette said, "If we find any
contraband, we will confiscate all
that we see. Everything in plain
view is fair game."
"The College's position has to
be that [drug use] is unacceptable,"
said Kassman. "From my perspective, wecan 't tolerate anything."
All the studentsinterviewed for
this article requestedanonymity.?
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early as next spring, according to
Elliot Barry '94, Stu-A treasurer.
It is unclearwho will pay for the
plaque because Presidents' Council does not have the estimated
$5,000 to pay for it. The Council
may request ' funding jFrom the
physical plant department or jhe
president's discretionSiry fund, according to fearry.
Eric Kemp '94said the plaque is
just a "band-aid solution" to the
symbols debate. The cross will remain on top of the Chapel and the
plaque would not be nearly as noticeable, said Kemp. It would also
be difficult to decide which religious symbolsto put on the plaque.
"I would like to see all of the
world religions represented," said
Barry. He also defended the cross
as a historical symbol rather than a
religious symbol. ?

BY GWYNNE ROGERS
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FINDLAY, continued

f r ompage 1

elle, who works at the Kennebec
Vall ey Medical Center, took a
sta n dard eight week maternity
leave. Through the spring, she
worked full time and also took
the final course she needed to
complete her Masters degree at
theUniversityof Southern Maine.
David Findlay, meanwhile,
tau ght at Colby full t
ime. He decided to take the fall off instead of
the spring because it worked out
better for his teaching schedule.
Al t hough the twinsare indj ay
care, "The leave takes a lot of
pressure off in terms of not having to teach in the fall ," said
Findlay- "If I was not able to take
theleaveldon'tknowhow things
would be going."
Colby's benefits in this area
are much better than those at his
wife's p lace of employment,
Findlay said.
"I wish I could share this with
her," he said, adding that after
going through pregnancy and labor, she probabl y deserves it
more.
"I'm indebted to the College
for this forever, more than a sabbatical. A sabbatical helps your
career but this has allowed me to
become a better parent."
Findlay said he would support this policy even if ithad onl y
been for women, and thinks
Colby is very progressive on this
issue.
All he had to do to get permission from the College to take a
semester off ,hesaid,was to wri te
a note to Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur, who then sent a return note telling Findlay that he
would be glad to grant Findlay a
semester off .
Colby's family leave policy
was put into place fou r y ear sggo,
replacing an older maternity
leave policy.
Th e new rules cover all family
emergencies, from the birth or
adoption of a child to the serious
illness of a spouse or parent.
The policy has four parts,and
although Findlay is not the first
man to use the policy to have
time off as a new fath er, his situation is unusual.
He reduced his teaching
scheduleby one class for the year,
with a corresponding reduction
in pay. He agreed to teach one
course during Jan Plan and three
next semester , and has the fall
term off to adapt to parenthood
and do some research,according
to Findlay.
"This was in place before the
new Family Leave Act," Findlay
said , referring to a federal law
requiringbusinessesto offer time
off to new parents. "We as an
institution should be pleased
with this. If s a fantastic package." ?

Students want more on-campus parties
BY ALISA MASSON
Staff Writer

SomeColby students spend their
weekends seeing plays or movies,
and some head for the library. But
for plenty of students, going to parties remains the most popular
choice.
Responses to a recent Echo surveyon Colby'sparty scene,returned
by 152 students, indicate that students want to see more on-campus
parties,but are unsure how to make
them a success without alcohol.
Sixty-five percent of the respondents said the best parties are at offcampus houses, though only 15.8
percent go off campus frequently.
The survey asked first-year students whattheythoughtoftheparty
scene thus far this year, and asked
upperclassmen if they thought it
had changed, for better or worse.
Overall, first-years were more satisfied with the party scene than
upperclassmen were.
The majority of the first-year students who responded prefer to stay
on campus, starting off the night in
residence hall lounges or students'
rooms and ending up at Student
Center dances. Although some are
surprised by the amount of alcohol
available, others are disappointed
by the lack of it.
"[Parties at Colby are] lame,"
wrote one first-year. "I've been to
better high school parties. It's a joke
that they call Colby a party school."
"There needs to be more on campus [parties] to encourage students
to stay on," said another. He said
individual lounge parties tend to be
private and "all that is going on [at
lounge parties] is drinking and
hooking up."
Why people go off campus
The survey revealed that students are increasingly vent uring off
campus in search of a good bash.
Many upper classmen said the
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tighter alcohol restrictions have
completely altered the party scene
at Colby. Students said they are
going off campus to escape Safety
and Security,quiet hours and bothersome hall contracts.
The most popular destinations
in town are student houses referred
teas "High Street," "Winslow"and
"The Ponderosa ."
"The party scene on campus is
completely disintegrating, thanks
to the administration," wrote a senior. "ITheir changes] are stifling
on-campus life and driving people
off campus, working at cross-purposes with their goal of safety."
'The party scene on this campus has definitely gone downhill,"
said a junior. There were a lot more
big parties when I was a freshman.
Now there'sju st a lot of little ones."
Several respondents expressed
concern about drunk driving.
"As far as on-campus alcohol
policy goes, the administration
needs to understand that imposing
restrictions (like stopping delivery
to rooms) will do nothing to stop
consumption, only make it more
dangerous," said one fi rst-year.
"Drunk students should stay on
campus and on foot!"
Students want to improve oncampus scene
Just because much of the social
scene has migrated off campus
doesn't mean people are satisfied
with the change.
"I think it's really sad to see the
party scene moving so heavily off
campus," said an upperclassman.
"I'm sorry that people have given
up on the Colby social life, because
I thinkitcanbereally greatif people
have a positive attitude."
Some students are happy with
Colby's taking the emphasis off the
keg, however.
"I'm glad the alcohol policy is
stricter," wrote another upperclassman. 'People need to take responsibility for their actions and...stop
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Student Center still popular
Even though security guards
now monitor the keg lines, Student
Center parties haven t decreased
that much in popularity.
Director of Student Activities
Tullio Nieman said that thelacrosse
teams' "'80s Party" a few weeks
ago attracted a crowd of over 400,
and many more students probably
snuck in. Over Alumni weekend,
Inn ovation's second apppearance
this year drew a big enough crowd
to pack the Student Center, said
Nieman.
However, although 650 people
signed up for Skalloween, the same
number as last year, actual attendance was far below that figure,
said Nieman.
Attendance at Student Center
parties has started to pick up since
he and Student Activities abandoned the cash bar idea that was
tried at the beginning of the year.
Most survey respondents indicated they would a ccept the
College's alcohol restrictions and
make the best of what Colby has to
offer.
Rather than beer die, students
said parties with unique themes,
such as big hair, 70s funk, or toga,
are most enticing. Students wrote
that they want to see "people
groovin' on the dance floor," "limited clothing" and "weird happenings."
"The days of beer bashes are
over,"said an upperclassman. "We
have to start making our own fun
and stop blaming everyone else that
the sodal life has died ." ?
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Tom Brazier,elected Mayor
of Waterville on Nov. 2, said
last week that Colby will not
need to pay taxes to the city.
During the mayoral campaign,Lee Bushey,an independen t candida te for mayor,suggested Colby should compensate the Waterville community
for the services it provides for
Colby.
He noted that ihe College
uses the city's police, fire department and public works.
Bushey said the College should
pay taxes as payment.
But the mayor elect said few
people in Waterville agree with
Bushey,and Bushey's proposal
never became amaj orissue during the election campaign.
"There is a law that p rivat e,
non-profit institutions such as
Colby are not required to pay
taxes, and as mayor, I am not
about to change that law ," said
Brazier.
Brazier said he feels the College isa tremendous asset to the
Waterville community and that
it more than comp ensates
Waterville for the services beca use it reciproca tes t hrough the
jobs and the facilities it offers
to Waterville residents. Furt h ermore Colby st uden t s are a
major source of income for local businesses, he .said. ., ,
Overall, Brazier said he
thought the relationship between Colby and theWaterville
community is positive. "There
is no real conflict here. The
communityrecognizes Colbyas
a p lus. Colby makes us distinctive. We would jus. be a mill
town without Colby."Q
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Micro Brewery Beers ON TAP
From Kennehunkport, ME:(Pints & Pitchers)
Blue Fin Stout
From Camden, ME: (Pints & Pitchers)
Sea Dogs Owl's Head Light
Sea Dogs Penobscot Lager

Mexican Pizza
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hurting their bodies with the massive amounts of alcohol consumed
on this campus weekly."
Another wrote, "I do not enjoy
standing around striking up meaningless conversations with drunk
peopleldo notknowand whoprobably will not recognize me when
they are sober."

No taxes
for Colby

•New Itenv
w/ veggies, salsa , & cheddar
w/ chicken
w/ spicy beef & beans

$5.95
$6.25
$6.50

Imagine a tortil la deep-fried in olive oil & than bake it in our oven
a great meal for one or as an appetize r f o r more.

/ *§raC _LAI_N
Also Blue Fin T-Shlrts
This Weekend Only!
\ SJ 10.00 /
^
for
those
not of age.
,
ID' s required but pi tchers of soda
Free coffee for designated drivers .
L oca ted Down t own
Directly Across Concourse
From AMES .
Under the BIG YELLOW Awning
873-5255

|t tlju p atfy bt - 19311
BY ALISA MASSON
Staff Writer

According to the Echo archives,
Bloody Monday started off as a
brawlby sophomorestrying tokeep
freshmen in their place. It later
turned into an annual fist fight taking place on the first Monday of
every year.
The tradition continued until
1930 when the entering class of '34
decided to rebel.
The freshmen had been instructed to dress in their pajamas
and wait for the sophomores with
paddles for the upperclassmen's
use. When the upperclassmen arrived at the designated meeting

¦if

place, the frosh weren't there. Instead, they were marching down
the middle of College Avenue and
Main Street in their pajamas, waving their paddles.
The traffic-blockingparadecontinued down to the fountain at the
other end of the city and ended at
the post office, where the freshman
decided to wait for the enemy.
As the enraged upperclassmen
began to arrive in small packs. A
massive mob scene ensued,including the throwing of stale vegetables
and rotten eggs. One sophomore
was even spotted chasing a frosh
with a fence picket. Eventually, the
upperclassmen prevailed and sent
the freshmen to the fieldhouse to
await their punishment. Q

It 's party time - every Wed !

BY JONATHAN CANNON
Staff Writer
UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHU SETTS
A small group of concerned students has called for the University to change its mascot, reports the
October 14 Massachusetts Daily Collegian. The students feel that the "Minuteman" is racist, sexist, and
advocates oppression. Angry students and alumni have bombarded the school, expressing their
dissatisfaction over the possible change.
"It's ridiculous/' said senior Karin Furia. "People on this campus should stop being so anal."
Conservative radio personality Rush Limbaugh even said, 'The malcontents should be tested to see if
they really belong in the university," he said.

MIDDLEBURY COLLEGE
Students recently lost all phone service at Middlebury for a weekend, according , to the Oct. _4
Middlebury Campus. A transformer supplying electricity to the system failed , and so did its propanepowered backup generator.
The mishap was caused by "some of our little gray friends storing chestnuts in the generator/' said
Thomas Corbin,assistant treasurer of the College and contractor for the telephone system. Squirrels had
stuffed the generator full of horse chestnuts, incapacitating the machine.

9 pm - 12 Bowl to your favori te

DANCE & ROCK VIDEOS for only

per
person
a
£kK (•• \mid-week stud
•• <$3«UU
' Takey break

and unwind for 3 hours of FUN ! DE Bo
^
Check out Sportsters Pub!!
(Across from Thomas College) ^^M^\
center

UNIVERSITY OF RHODE ISLAND
*

Minority students at U. R. I. are angry over a string of troubling incidents occurring on campus in past
months,according to a report in the Oct. 24 Boston Globe. These incidents include blacks being barred from
a certain fraternity party, a campu s police dispatcher being called "the dumbest nigger I've seen latel y,"
and a crude, misspelled death threat against two female students who reported a incident in which a <
campus police officer allegedly beat a Latino student.
'I'm a little nervous," said senior Michelle Pontes. "I watch my back, and that's a bad feeling."
Furthermore, AT&T ran an advertisement on campus depicting phone connections in Africa with an
ape. Also, students are upset over the "sanitized" version of a quote by Malcolm X which appears on the
newly renovated library. ?
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The Macintosh Quadra ' 610 S/160, Apple Color Phis
14"Display,Af)ple ExtendedKeyboardH and mouse.

IBBP^

Introducing the new Apple Computer Loan. Right now$ with this spe- January 28, 1994 , your first payment is deferred for 90 days. It's an
cial financing program from Apple, you can buy select Macintosh"and incredible deal no matter how you slice it. So, why should you buy an
PowerBook*computers for about $30*a month , Or about a dollar a Apple*computer? It does more. It costs less. It's that simple. 0
^^OQ
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Visit your Apple Campus Reseller for more information.

For all of your compu t er needs visit the "M acin tosh Office "
at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
?All Macintosh prices include MS Word, Excel & a box of disks

'Monthlymvmeni ii tin estimate busedon an AjipleComputerloan of$l,9495ttfor the Macintosh Quadra 610 systemsJiown above. Price and loan amount am Imnlon Apples estimate ofbftber educationpricesas of October 21, 1991Allcomputersystemprices,
loan amounts and monthlyIvivmenf s may vary, Seeyour Apple CampusResellerfor ciirretit systemprices.A 55% kin originationfee will be added lo Ihe requestedloan amount. The interest rate it variable, b/iseilori Ihe commercialpaper ralepliis535%. I'or
(lie monthof October 1993, the interest min was851%, withan APH of9M%.ti-yoarloan term withnopreptiymonlpenally.The monthlypaymentshownassumes no deferment ofjnincijmior interest(deferment willcbnnneyour monthlypayments),'the Apple
ComputerImn ^subjectlo creditapjiroivil. <8>/993ApplirComputer,Inc. All rightsreserved,<Vy><V, IheAjipkhmMacintosh, MacintoshQuadm amlf tmrllooliuivregisteredtrademarkofAj>f>k Computer, !nc.

Arts and Entertainment
Broadway Musical Review sizzles
BY ZAHID CHAUDHARY

scendo. Throughout "Dear One,"
the actors/ singers retained a melancholy mood which added to the
overall effectiveness of the ballad .
"If Momma Was Married" (from
Gypsy) immediatelyfollowed "Dear
One" and provided an interesting
contrast to the dark atmosphere of
the latter. Kristin Rohrer '96 and
Laurie Catino '96, clad in bright
plaid pajamas, entertained the audience with their tell-tale style of
singing.
The show continued with more
happy tunes, including the swaying "Rhythm of Life" (from Sweet
Charity) . The song had a fun, toe^
tapping quality and the performers'bright, smiling faces clearly exhibited the emotion of the song.
The choreography was especially
spectacular in "Rhythm of Life."
In addition to his great singing
performance, John Grady '94 did a
very convincing "and humorous
impersonation of "Mr. Mistoffeles"
(from Cats) . Later Grady donned a
wig, padded bra, and a night gown
in "Honey Bun," in which he suggestively revealed parts of his legs
while gyrating his behind with every beat.
"Take Back Your Mink" and
"Marry the Man Today" were impeccably performed by the women
of BMR. In "Take Back Your Mink,"

the singers adopted New York accents (and attitudes) and insisted
Staff Writer
that their men could not make them
"Broadway Musical Revue"
give in via expensive gifts. Stacy
Warner '94 and Rebekah Freeman
(BMR) brought together the talents
'94held the audience'sinterestwith
for
three
of many Colby students
dialogue in the humorous song
dynamic performances this past
"Marry the Man Today."
weekend.
The.most effective and powerThe show opened with a frivoful songof the second act was"Phanlous, jolly tune "Pinball Wizard"
tom of the Opera" performed by
from the musical Tommy. The stuChris Austia '94 and Kathleen
pendous choreography and vocals
Wood '96. Lit by two deep red
in the first song were indicative of
spotlights, the stage looked eerie
the great talen ts that f ollowed
and melancholy. Austin was
throughout the rest of the show.
dressed as the Phantom in a cape
The performers combined their
and a mask. His powerful voice
skills
acting, dancing,and singing
added depth and feeling to the song.
for each song. Cary Gibson '97
Wood promptly and beautifully
enthralled the audience with her
answered the Phantom's comrendition of 'Take a Letter Miss
mands to sing to him.
Her
voice
was
smooth
as
Jones."
Julie Ackerman '94, a very talthe melodious notes flowed effortented pianist, accompanied almost
lessly over her lips. Next came
every
song. This was her third BMR
"Mooning" from Grease, an interas a pianist, and she also served as
esting do-wop selection with a sad
the choreographer. Ackerman sigundertone.
nificantly added to the show
Probably the highlig ht of the
through
the spectacular choreograwhole show was the moving ballad
phy, without which BMR would
"Dear One" from Kiss of the Sp ider
have been an uninteresting, stanWoman.The song was fueled by the
dard music show.
emotional notes of the alternating
The show ended with the grand
soprano and bass lines accompafinale of "Sit Down You're Rockin'
nied by an occasional alto. The
the Boat" (from Guys and Dolls) ,
alternations gradually became
which showcased the performers'
faster with a stepped-up tempo,clitalents
and highlighted Ackerman's
maxing with a heart-wrenching crecreative choreography.
Cast member
Kristina Denzel '97
said "I love [BMR].
It was my fir s t
[show J.The cast was
great."
The cast of
Broad way Musical
Revue obviously put
a lot of work in preparing and rehearsing for the show.
"Everyone put a lot
of energy into it,"
said Denzel.
Every selection,
from the dismal
"Dear One" and
"Phantom of theOpera" to the carefree
"Rhythm of Life"
and "Pinball Wizard," elicited an enEcho photo by Lauren Vitrano thusiastic response
from the audience. ?
One of the great acta at the Brodway Musical Review,

Echo photo by Jennifer Atwood
Scott Heed, art professor, stands beside his painting These
are Her Flowers at the Fall Faculty Art Show,

Faculty Art Show a success
BY AMY KEIM

A & E Co-Editor
Descend the* staircase of the
Colby Museum and five identical,
polyester-resin and steel,free standing sculptures titled Seraglio greet
you, inviting you to pass through
and see them from all angles. But
don't get too close, as one little girl
did at the Fall Faculty Art Show
openinglast Friday. Agameof hideand-seek„prompted her to take refuge behind one of the sculptur esWhen it toppled over, the flow of
conversation in the packed gallery
stopped abruptly.
The Nov. 12 opening brought
student s,faculty and area residents
to themuseum to see the work of art
professors Nancy Goetz, Imi
Hwangbo, Abbot Meader and Scott
Reed . The show will run through
Dec. 31.
Seraglio,by Imi Hwangbo, visiting professor of art, captured the
immediate attention of most visitors. "It's refreshing," said Aly&a
Cohen '95, one of Hwangbo'sdrawing students.
Hwa ngbo said her artwork is
influenced mainly by women art- .
ists of the 1960s, and she applies
theirideas of repetition to her work.
"I'm a child of the sixties,"she said.
Nancy Goetz's charcoal studies
incorporate natural imagery with
abstract forms. Featherto Pod , 1993,
recallsGeorgiaOKeefe'sFeai/igrflrtrf
Shell, which is ownedby The Colby
Museum. Like OKeefe, Goetz's
style is abstract naturalism, her
tJ
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X
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'

forms are organic and her compositions are similarly uncluttered and
intense.
Some of her studies done within
the last three months have developed into paintings, according to
Goetz. "The paintings are not anywhere near ready to- show," she
said.
Scott Reed's Cap t ive Luminous
Souls # 2 30, 1993, a monoprint, is
outer space-like, with its white abstract central nebula amidst opaque
blackness. Theseareherf lowers,\993,
an abstract acrylic painting reminiscent of Marcel Duchamp and
Dada art, features the title in cursive written across the upper portion of the canvasand floating flowers below. The painting, Reed sa id ,
was done in homage to a special
person in his life. "I t is in mour n ing
for a woman I'll probably never see
again. It doesn't do her justice, but
its a good painting," he said.
j «-_ / ~ iy
__. _. _. r*i
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Abbot
Meader
s Kennebec
Flood1
Plain,a Ritual Game rock and driftwood installation interrupts the
flow of traffic in his exhibition area,
as it requires visitor participation.
Visitors must follow his instructions
posted on the wall, and "follow the
rules," which include moving certain objects from their original positions on the floor to either a bowl or
basket."All nature is watching you
closely," he writes. "Do not damage yourself by mocking the spirit
of the river."
"Somekidscarnedown thestairs
and the first thing they did was run
see SHOW on page 10

Lady Audley 's Secret at tlie center of sensationalis m
BY ZAHID CHAUDHARY
StaffWr iter

perpetrators in these "low-brow/ "low entertainment" whodunits were women who
revised the role of the "traditional heroine
Literary critics of the nineteenth century into the duplicitous criminal,"said Sherlock.
Only recently has the popular literature of
felt the popular novels of their time had the
potential to cause women to "poison their the nineteenth century been considered worhusbands...[and 1 throw them down wells/' thy of any respectand study.The novels were
according to Robin Sherlock,visiting instruc- consideredto be sensational and have little or
tor of English. Sherlock will present "Narra- no literary value in comparison to the more
tive Spaces/Confining Places: Marital Dis- respected masterpieces of Charles Dickens.
harmony an d th e Asylum in M.E. Braddon's - *The pop novels were written by Dickens'
Lady Audley's Secret"t od ay at 4:30 p.m. in the contemporaries,like Mary Elizabeth Braddon
and Wilkie Collins.Sherlocklikened the novWhitney Room in Roberts Union.
The presentation will focus on the "popu- els to the present-day works of Stephen King
lar genre of sensation fiction in the mid- and other writers of popular fiction.
Thur sd ay's presentation will deal with
n inet eent h cent ury,"which usually centered
on "the solving of a mystery or a crime," one particular n ovel, lady Audley's Secret by
Mary Elizabeth Braddon. In the novel, Lad y
Sherlock said.
s crime "involves bigamy and atAudley'
Such novels were avidly read by what
wereconsidered the lowcrand middleclasses tempted spousal murder. More importantly,
and contain such thrilling elementsasbigamy, its solution necessarily ent ails the 'di scovery'
murder and madness. Surprisingly, most of unnaturalness within Lady Aud ley/' ac-

cording to Sherlock.
Audleys Secret refutes the ideal image of the
bodyAudley's Secret "is only partially con- Victorian household, it also "serves to connected with her defianceof the social codes ceal the [marital] problem by hiding it in the
that govern violent and sexual behaviors/' body of a woman/' said Sherlock.
said Sherlock. At theend of the novel,it turns
In her present ati on,Sherlock will focus on
out that Lady Aud ley's penchant for the "way women's secretsconceal undercurunwomanly acts stems from a mental illness rents of homosocial desire." Sherlock will
she inheritedfrom her mother. Aud ley even- explore the construction of gender n orms
tually ends up in a "foreign mental asylum an d "ways that the novel presses against the
with a new identity. In effect she is 'buried standard s of gender behavior."
alive/" said Sherlock.
Sherlock's presentation is derived from a
Sherlock argues that Braddon both re- chapter of her doctoral dissertation, Fata l Reveals the problems of a Victorian marriage semblance: Educating DieFemaleBody.She hopes
and locates the source of marital disharmony the presentation will give her a chance to test
"within the female bod y, rather than within her arguments on her peers and students.
the institutions of marriage and the social
Her strategy of interpretation will be pricodes that maintain it." Ultimately, "the marily feminist.She saidt the sensational litdysfunctionality of the Victorian home is era t ure "opened space for challenging sepa'treated' by removing the woman from it/' rate-sphere ideology in which women were
said Sherlock.
assigned specific qualities of the angelic,doThe novel contains definite feminist un- mestic sphere, and men [were assigned ] the
dertones, according to Sherlock. While Lady bigger, wider sphere of the public." ?
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Some moviesareworth seeing just for
great performancesand superb cameos.
Who can forget Donald Sutherland's sadistic pyromaniacin Bacfcdra/it? Or Holly
Hunterasihe wacky secretaryin TheFirm?
¦The following two films are similar,
but some excellentacting in the midst of
their relatively weak scripts won't make
moviegoers feel so bad about the money
they're spending-

BY MARK DANT OS
"What I really wanted to see at Colby was
a forum for free verbal expression in a relaxed environment,"said Sarn White '96,who
organized last Saturday'snight's celebration
of language in the Mary Low Coffeehouse
called The Word.Based on reactions from the
audience, participants and coordinators, the
festival was a huge success and should serve
as a springboard for similar projects in the
future.
From 9 p.m. to almost 1a.m. on Saturday
night,Colby students packed the Coffeehouse
to take part in The Word. Twenty-four students performed, each of whom offered a
unique perspective on aspects of the English
language. Segments ranged from a radio play
to "The Mystery of the Male Orgasm." The
Word also included more traditional works of
both published and original poetry and prose.
The event was organized in conjunction
with members of The Pequod, including Amy
Darling '96 and other editors. Members of
The Pequod suggested that the celebration be
a benefit for Adult Literacy. All proceeds
from The Word were given to the Literacy
program.
Justin Brown '94 and Marc Mirizzi '95

Two worth seeing

Echo photoby KatherineLawn

Under the direction of Christopher White, the Wind Ensemble

played Saturday night at Lorimer Chapel, "I f e l t it was the
ensemble 's strongest performance to date , " said White. White
was also pleased with the audience turn out, "For a fall
concert the turn out was excellent, " he said. <
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Carlito '& Way (nowplayingat Hoyfs),:
Director Brian de Falrna gives us a
sometimes violent and sexy drama set in
thebarrio of New York. Al Pacino plays
Carlito,a Puerto .Rican don who naively
wants to lead an honest life and finds he
can't escape his past. Penelope Ann Miller
playshis ex-girlfriend who has gone from
chorus girl to topless go-go dancer, and
Pacino wants her back. In one of those
scene-stealing performances, Sean Penn
is a seedy lawyer who needs Carlito's
help to beat the mob.
The fi lm is based on New York Supireme Court Justice Edwin Torres' novels and is in the tradition of The Godfa ther
epic and the Bogart-Cagney movies from
the thirties.
True Romance (now playing at Railroad Square Cin ema):
Christian Slater and Patricia Arquette
play lovexs who take a load ojf coke from
Detroit to L.A.and stumble on adventure
see MOVIES on page 10
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Spotlight Lecture:
MiyokoMatubara,
Hiroshima survivor
Lorimer Chapel
11a.m.

zzzz
zzzz

Women's Studies
Colloquium Lecture:
"Narrative Spaces/Confining Places: Marital Disharmony and the Asylum in
M.E. Braddon 's Lady
A^W**«»**'
Visiting professor of English
Robin Sherlock
Whitney Room, Roberts
Union
4:30 p.m.
..
. . ,., ,,.
MuchL AAdoabout Nothing
Strider Theatre, Runnals
Union
Tickets available at the
Strider Box Office
872-3339
8 p.m.
"
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Stu-A Film
W«es ] Sr °ther3
7 & n9 p.m.
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"Something Old, Something
New, Some things borrowed, Nothing toe'"
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Professor of Art Abbot
Meader presents a collection of his films.
Bixler 154
4 p.m.
Science and Technology
Studies Colloquium
"What is Recombinant DNA
and How Might it Affect
Your Life?"
Presented by Jean Halley,
Clare Boothe Luce assistant biology professor
Lovejoy 215
4 p.m.

TopCirls

Strider Theatre, Runnals
' Union
Tickets available at the
Strider Box Office
872-3358
8 P'rn *
Stu-A Film
Blues Brothers
7& 9 p.m.
Saturday

Much Ado About Nothing
Strider Theater, Runnals

Union
Tickets available from the
Strider Box Office,
872-3358
8 p-m.
Collegium Musicum/Chorale Concert

Lorimer Chapel
8 p.m.
Stu-A Film
Blues Brothers
3,7, & 9 p.m.

*

*

OFJF CAMPUS
BATES
Thursday
Concert:
John Stowell Jazz Trio
Admission $8 general /$4
students
Tickets 786-6161
OlinArtsCenterConcertHall
8 P*m *
S aturd ay
,
Concert: .
Androscoggin Valley Community Orchestra and
Lewiston-Auburn Youth
Orchestra
An af ternoon of th e music of
Verdi, Shostakovich and
Brahms
Admission $5 general /$3
students
For ticket information call
786-6161
OlinArtsCenterConcertHall
2 p.m.

Sunday
Concert:
The Maine Baroque Ensemble
An afternoon of works by
Bach, Dvorak, Vaughan
Williamsand Boismortier.
Admission $7.50 general/
$4.50 students
Tickets 786-6161
Bates College Chapel
3 p.m.

Concert
GuitarSummitwithJoePass,
Leo Kottke,
PepeRomero and PacoPena
Admission $10-$25 (priced
by seat)
Tickets 772-8630
Portland City Hall Audito-,
rium
*
7:30 p.m.

==

BOWDOIN
Sunday
Concert:
Bowdoin Symphony Orchestra
TeDeum by Hayd n
First Parish Church
3 P,in Lecture:
"When Artist's Intent is Actually a , Mistake: Artist's .
Acceptance of and Experimentation with Changes
and Transformations in
Materials"
Paula Volen t, conservat or o f
art on paper.
Beam Classroom,Visual Arts
Center
7:30 p.m.
PORTLAND:
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The Colin/ Echois a weeklynewspaper published by the students olColbyCollegeon
Thursdayof each week the Collegeis in session.
77k Echoencouragesletters from its readers, especially those within the immediate
community. Letters should not exceed400 words and must pertain to a topic pertaining
to current issues at Colby. Lettersare due by 8 p.m. Monday for publication the same
week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include an address or phone
number. If possible, pleasealso submit letters on a 3.5inch Macintosh disk in Microsoft
JVord f ormat.
The Echoreserves the right to edit all submissions.
The Editorials, below, are the offirial opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in
individual columns, advertising a»d features are those of the author, not the Echo.
The Echowill make every effort possible to prevent inaccuracy, but will not be held
responsible for errors in advertisements or articles.
For information on advertising rates, publication dates, or to contact us about
submitting an article, please call (207) 872-3349 (x3349 at Colby).

Sleddin g is our
inal ienab le ri ght
Colby students often complain that the College takes away their
fun.
Many complain that the alcohol -policy is too strict, that the
College is telling them what they can and cannot say, an d that t h e
campus social life needs revamping. And as winter looms before us,
the outlook may be bleak.
But we still have snpw to look ,forward to/ : that first beautiful
snowfall that blankets Mayflower Hill and calls to students to leave
their books behind,dig out theirflying saucer sleds from under their
beds or from behind the stereo and head for Chapel Hill
What is wrong with this picture? It's the trees.
. Last winter,avoiding the large evergreen bush next to the Chapel
balcony was the biggest challenge, but now there are some young
saplings planted smack dab in the middle of the College's prime
sledding run.
We at the Echo are not anti-tree. The new trees planted this
summer could beautify the Colby campus for decades to come.
But the Echo is pro-sledding. Sledding is a great form of exercise.
It doesn't exclude minors without fake IDs.Sledding reduces stress,
and is relatively safe, provided there are no tricky obstacles in the
sledding path. Sledding is our inalienable right.
Alan lewis,director of physicalplant,said he will remove the
trees from Chapel Hill if there is enough public support.
We urge you, the Colby student body,to call (x 3352) or write
Lewisand let him know that sledding is a Colby pr
iority.
Lewis could relocate the trees somewhere else on Chapel Hill
outside of the main sleddingpath. That way we can keep our fun and
still have a beautiful campus.
This isa time to stand up and takeaction.Fight for the right to sled.

-_¦__¦

Letters
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Tire d of swirlin g distrust and resentment
Last Sunday I was a defendant in a Judicial Board hearing . A female student saw fit to press charges against
me for verbal harassment and verbal harassment of a racial nature. A tense, emotional trial ensued these
allegations. I brought five witnesses to this trial to corroborate my story and lend validity to my plea of not
guilty. Earlier this week J-Board returned decisions of innocence for both charges.
The outcome obviously pleased me. I did not believe there could be any other outcome. But as I walk across
campus or through the dining halls I think I sense some dark, swirling distrust, possibly resentment. Or am
I just hyper-sensitive? It is likely that some people don't read the Echo, or just don't care about J-board trials.
However, I feel as though many students believe I am guilty of these accusations solely because they were
lodged in the first place. Unfortunately, I know 1have judged others this way in the past and cannot blame
people for beliefs held without knowledge of the facts.
I will not attempt to relate chronologically the details of the incid ent once again as they have already been
printed. I only ask that people be careful what they believe when issues are emotional and the true facts are
either scarce or have been obfuscated by some clever and inventive storytelling. Any defendant who perjures
him or herself at a J-Board hearing is subject to expulsion. I am sorry this ever had to happen and only hope
for peace in the future. As far as my innocence in this issue is concerned please rethink for yourselves. I love
Colby and Sugarloaf, as do my friends that testified for me, and none of us would ever jeopardize that.
Now I return to the rigors of academic life waiting and praying for the winter which will inevitably arrive
but none too soon for some of us. And as 1 sit here typing I ponder the defamation my character has endured .
Hopefully virtue is somewhere to be found out there. But more importantly the image in the mirror never lies.
Right now my visage is saddened having been borne down by the weight of ihe sideward glances of suspicion
that 1 still endure.
Eric Loth '96

Alumna condemns "reactionary campus politics"

Ever since I left Colby in May of last year, the Alumni office has been knocking down my door, looking for
contributions. Rather than simply sending a check,I thought I'd offer a few suggestions for new and unique fund
drives-perhaps some causes to catch the pennies of the many "Politically Incorrect" graduates from Mayflower
Hill.
The first is called the "Stop the Pot From Calling the Kettle Black" campaign. This one's pretty straight
forward .In last week'seditorial, the Echo discussed the problems of sexism on campus. I agree it exists. However,
I hope that those opposing these broad stroke judgements based solely on gender a*ren't the proponents of last
year's "Every man is a potential rapist" discussions. Seems like a bit of a generalization to me. Work on the
problem, but not by attacking men for not being victims.
Next is the "Equal Justice for the LCAs"fund. Colby has a policy against fraternities. Fine - many people will
agree that the LCAs were rightfully punished .But what happened to that iron-clad policy? Since the LCAs were
made an effective example, does all other frat activity fall through the cracks?
Of course,this won't be a popular fund drive with the current rugby club which seems to feel they're being
terribly victimized for their "fraternity activity." It seems like a bit of a stretch to equate not being able to sing
vulgar songs with a semester-long suspension. Oh, but there are no more frats on campus, right?
And last but not least, my personal favorite: the "Let's Bring Back John Pepe" fund - Proceeds to purchase a
new copy of the U.S. Constitution for President Cotter. It seems that he has forgotten that evasive little phrase
about "Innocent until proven guilty." I know - he "voluntaril y" left campus, but let's be realistic abbut this.
It's a bit unsettling that the College would take unproven speculation over the word of a student who has
proven himself for three years in the classrooms and on the athletic fields of Mayflower Hill. Of course, it was
very considerate of the ad ministration,along with the subtly slanted Echo reports,to save a U.S. court the trouble
of convicting Pepe. It's nice to know that the College is so eager to protect its students ri ght to feel safe,but who's
protecting John Pepe's rights?
Give money to Colby? Maybe when they inject a little reality into the self-righteous, reactionary campus
politics. For now, I think that my $80,000 more than paid for the valuable lessons I learned in equality, justice,
and Constitutional rights.
Danielle M. DesMarais '92

ECAC title holders thank Colby for supp ort

On behalf of the entireColby M en's Soccer Team, as players and coaches, we would like to thank the faculty,
students, and other dedicated fans who supported us throughout the season. We would also like to ex press our
thanks to the Buildings and Grounds Crew who maintained our field throughout the season and post- season
tournament. The success of our season was made greater through the consistent support for the team, both on
and off the field. We appreciate your dedication and spirit.
•*

Colby Men's Soccer Team

Top ten thin gsthe Echo is

Op inions

NOT thankful for this year

Speech code contrary to liberal arts education

•Cockroaches in the dining halls.. STILL!!!
•Boot in the bathrooms
•Use of our brand new Fieldhousc
•Same grease, different day in Dana •Williams beating Colby..AT EVERYTHING
•Smoke from WMHB's inconsiderate fiends
•Libel and slander laws
•Closed J'Board hearings

•re

•Anal retentive parking security

BY JONATHANKAYE
Staff Writer
A college campus is a place
where everyone should feel comfortablelearning and being exposed
to new experiences. It isalsoa place
were groups who have previously
been suppressed, such as gays and
lesbians, ethnic or religiousminorities, an d women, should be able to
flourish.
Th is simpl y canno t happen ,
however,as long as any member of
the
community
harbors
homophobic,racist,chau vini stic,or

otherwise discriminatory notions. President Cotter stated in a recent
Yet,if a person is forced to internal- Spotlight Lecture, the Supreme
ize these feelings, as the Colby's Court ruled that although all speech
hate speech policy requires him to contains ideas, the significance of
do, he will never have the opportu- the expression of these ideas must
nity to learn from his ignoranceand be carefully weighed against the
will probably become even less ac- potential harm that the words may
ccptingof others'differences.Thus, cause someone. Therefore, this
Colby'spolicy, alth'ough conducive policy is not a Constitutional issue
to a temporary and superficial state or even a question of one's rights.
of complacency,does not allowsuch Rather, it is merely a question of
bigotry to be adequately and per- how to deal most effectively with
bigotry and offensive "isms'' on
manently eliminated.
Colby's hate speech policy is campus.
If a person expresses blatantly
compliant with the U.S. Constitution, which is noteworthy f rom t he derogatory statements toward any
onset. In the Chap linsky case, as see CODE on page 10

Op inions
Colby is listenin g Counterin g Cotter:
Talk to us, Marinel
LIFE'S A BEECH
By Hannah Beech
Political figures are the easiest figures to
pick on,laugh at,and criticize. Even at idyllic
Colby College,our Stu-Aofficialstakea lot of
flack. But when Marinel Mateo follows the
stereotyped politicalpath of not fulfilling her
campaign promises, the temptation to
question is legitimate.
MarinelMateo ran on thecampaign slogan
of improvingcommunication betweenStu-A
and the students. She wrote in the Stu-A
election issue of the Echothat she and Bonnie
Johnson "will be your strongest voice." If
Marinel Mateo and Bonnie Johnson are the
strongest voice at Colby, the College better
get checked for laryngitis.
Communication is of overriding
importance for the Stu-A president,even at a
small school like ours. When students don't
know what s going on, they re frustrated .
How can we give our input on hall contracts,
I-Play, social events, and other issues when
we don't know what takes place within
Presidents Council meetings?
Relying on hall meetings and hall
presidents to disseminate information isn't
enough. Not everyone can attend hall
meetings,and not all hall presidents are active
in relaying information to their dorms.
Instead, Stu-A,under leadership of Mateo,
needstodo somethingto fulfill theircampaign
promise. Last year, Stu-A bought
advertisement space in The Echo to publish
news from PresidentsCouncil. This year StuA said it doesn't have enough funds to buy
advertisement space. That's fine, but
information needs to get out somehow.
Instead of spending so much money on
glossy posters for concerts, why not spend
some on a monthly newsletter to Colby students? To print 1713copies of the newsletter
- one for each student's box - costs approximately $56. In terms of the thousands spent
on De La Soul, this money is pocket change.
Weekly newsletters could also be posted
in key locations like the library bathroom
stalls, the bulletin boards in the entrances of
dorms,and dining hall entrances.What about
taking advantage of Moosenet and adding
Stu-A information to the endless scrolling
screen?
Mateo commented in the Echo two weeks
ago that "I want the averageColby student to
be able to know what Stu-A is doing. Bonnie

drunk
drivin g is a problem

and I are very visible and vocal on campus
and I think people are...apt to ask us
questions." Students should not haveto rely
on face-to-face talks with Johnson and Mateo
to get the scoop on what'sgoing on with StuA. Not everyone knows the pair, and not
everyone is up on the Stu-A beat.
Marinel should not rely on The Echo to
disseminate information for her. The Echo's
article on the progress of her agenda in the
first 60 days did not come from a public
speech by Mateo but a private interview. If
the interview had not taken place, people
wouldstillbecluelessaboutwhat she's done.
This past Monday, "Mar and Bon," had a
"coffee talk" in the Street of the library.
Trouble is they only invited a select number
of people, and the the event was only publicized within the library. What a shame that a
good event like this was not well publicized.
This isn't to say that Stu-A as a whole is
not doing a good job. In terms of cultural and
social events, Stu-A has done a superb job.
Mike Miller and KebbaTolbert keep the campus hopping with one event after another.
We all know about what's going on in those
sectors and approve heartily.
But what about other events and issues?
Speaking for many that I've talked to,I'd say
that we're pretty clueless. As Ross Perot
would put it,"there's a giant sucking sound."
Wouldn't it be a shame if Mateo is accomplishing something and wedon'tknow about
it because of poor communication?^

land,Fairfield orSmithfield,and lookaround.
You probably will see people looking for safe
rides home,but you'll see at least one person,
or hear about one person, who drove home
Dupng his annual address to Colby this drunk.
fall, President William Cotter, in defending
And this one person is the problem .
his view that ending beer deliveries will not Although the partygoers are adults making
perpetuatedrunk driving, said that students their own decisions,a drunk driving accident
"seem to handle the relationship between often kills the innocent as well. So what can
drinking and driving with care." Certainly at others do?
Colby there are students who do handle the
Some say the administration should have
drinking and driving situation with care,but a role. True enough , but it is not the
as anyone who has recently been to a large administration's responsibility to provide a
off-campus party knows, many do not.
solution to the problem. However, the adDrunk driving is a problem for Colby ministration does exist to address student
students for a number of reasons. A number needs. In this way, it would be great if the
of people still aren't educated about the administration could do more, not because
dangers of drunk driving or are not respon- they have to, but becausethey want to.
sible enough to make intelligent decisions.
A person might find a great job without
For some students, it is uncomfortable to going to Career Services (a service the College
confront a drunk person in a social situation doesn't have to provide), but a person could
who is about to drive.
also end up in the unemployment line and
Also, since the administration refuses to might be well served by a visit. In the same
build any sort of apartment-like housing for way, a person can get home safely from an
upperclassmen, many seniors choose to live off-campus party without calling the Jitney,
off-campus. Combined with the tightening but a person could get killed driving drunk,
of the alcohol policy and the fact that most of and would be well served by a phone call.
the people off-campus are 21, the housing
For this reason, the administration and
problem contributes to parties moving off Safety and Security should begin
Jitney
campus.
service to Winslow since there are at least two
For all these reasons, drunk driving is a houses in Winslow that have occasional large
problem among Colby students. Students parties. The administration should also
are driving home drunk from off-campus consider using two vans during the weekparties. Go to any of the large off-campus ends if demand if high enough.
parties held in Waterville, Winslow, OakBut it is not the administration who can
call the Jitney when students are drunk and
need a ride — it is the students. And the
solution to this problem needs to come from
the students. We know what we should do,
but do we have the guts to do the right thing?
There are times when I've looked the
other way, and also times when I shouldn't
have been driving. How about you? Have
you ever ridden with someonewho was questionable or driven drunk? Have you ever
looked the other way?
If we can't keep ourselves out of harm's
way, no matter how idealistic we all may be,
weare powerless in helping others out in the
"real world." Or at the very least, we're a
bunch of hypocrites.
Cotter is wrong. Drunk driving is a
problem among Colby students, but it is
students who are in the best position, not
Cotter, to take a stand before someone is
killed. I plead to all of you: Don't drink and
drive.Q
A ROOM WITH A VIEW
By Robert Underwood

Do you support the passag e of the NAFTA?
Jay Field '94
"I would say the risk of not
passing NAFTA — i.e. the risk
of the U.S. becoming isolationist is too high — therefore, I
believe NAFTA should pass."

Marina Grande '94
"\ think it'll be good for free
trade. It'll help us out of the
recession.If the U.S.goesdown,
Latin America goes down."

Trip Hol ton '93J

"I think it would bea symbol
of how xenophobic the U.S. is
becoming if it doesn't pass."

Karen Whitcomb '94
"There'll be a giant sucking
sound. Schooooo."

Ezra Fowler '96

"I think it should pass because the world'sgetting smaller
and things should be more unified by opening borders."
Eclto vhotos bv Lauren Vitrano

WORD, "continued f r omp age 7

NORDIC, continued
f r ompage 14
excited about besides hosting the
national tournament. Returning
stars for the men's team this year
are seniors Brian Carlson and Andrew Kulmatiski. Kulmatiski has
attended double practice sessions
and has whipped himself into good
shape for the season. Carlson is in
excellent shape as well, and has
recently qualified for the crosscountry running nationals, according to Goethals.
"Carlson is in scary shape, just
scary," said Goethals. "Both
[Carlson and Kulmatiskil are pushing themselvesvery hard rightnow.
If they stay healthy, they've both
go*t a good shot at qualifying for the
NCAAs."
Jen Shatney 95 will lead the way
as the women'steam's only returning skier. According to Goethals
"her training is going very well."
Another highli ghted memberof
this year's team will be junior Deb
Wrigley, who did not ski for Colby
her first and second years here.
However, she is no stranger to the
sport. Wrigleyskied successfullyin
high school. Her training thus far
has been "nothing short of amazing,"said Goethals. "Conditionally
she is excellent. Technically she's a
bit behind . But if her progress continues like this, she's got a good
shot at qualifying for nationals."
The men's success depends on
who emerges as the no. three skier
behind Carlson and Kulmatiski.
because the top three skiers are
scored.
"If the third person comes
around, the men have a good shot
at placing in the top five," said
Goethals. "The women should be
looking for a top ten finish,because
all but one are either first-years or
first time skiers, and may need to
gain someexperience this year. The
good thing is that next year, they'll
all be returning, and that looks
promising." ?

SWIMMING,
continued f r ompa ge
14
to have an excellent season."
The women open their season
on Nov. 27 at home.

The men werenot as fortunate
in their recruitingefforts. Cain expectsbig seasonsfrom seniormembers Jon Kaplan, Greg Lynch, and
Ben Morse. "[Lynch] has had
steadily improving seasons," said
Cain. I expect a strong year from
Greg."
Ben Morse '94swam last season
for Dart mou th, where he spent the
year. "Ben is swimmingbetter than
I've seen him swim," said Cain.
Themen arelosing th reeof their
top j un ior swimmers, including
Chris Orphanides, Coby Reinhart,
and Mike Kaplan, to study abroad .
The holes left behind will have to be
filled by underclassmen,especially
Eric Gordon '96, who now has a
year of college-level swimming.
Tiricspenttimcgcttingadjusted
to collegeswimm ing last year,"said
Cain.
The men open their schedulein
the UMass Dartmouth Invitational
during the first weekend of
Dccember.Q

provided a musical back beat which enhanced the artistic environment.
Gillian Kiley '95, who read her own poetry, described the scene as
"very comfortable for anyone who wants to speak, read or create performanceart...something I would like to see more often lat Colby]."
Various decorated stage areas around the room added to the atmosphere. These stages included a green cellophane cage,a stand ard stage/
podium with sets from past plays and "the corner of marital strife"
complete with broken domestic utensils.
The Word also provided some special interactive games, including a
"raffle"in which each member of theaudience proposed a word he or she
would choose to banish from the English language. The term "phlegm"
was drawn as the winner and the lucky submitter was treated to a free
bottleof motor oil. Mike Daisy'95organized the remaining wordsinto an
impromptu poem.
White, who helped with Sam and Katie's Midnight Madness last year,
intends to continue this free-form celebration of expression this spring
with an event which will incorporate more music, in addition to the
readingsQ.
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It wasn 't until moments later that Rex ,
the beer goggling dog, would more thoroughly
violate Normans leg.

MOVIES, continued
fr ompage 7
and trouble along the way.
Quentin Tarantino directs,so if
you've seen his Resevoir Dogs,
you know whatyou'rein fori
The movie is full of great
characterizations. Brad Pitt is
cast in a comic take as a meditative stoner, Gary Oldman
{Dracuta .himself) asa Jamaican
drug lord as weird as he can be,
Dennis Hopper as a mean excop, and Branson Plnchot as
one of a pair of Hollywood
sleazebags.
»
True Romance is a road pictureyou'd never find Bob Hope
and Bing Crosby in, but one
worth travelingdown anywqy-Q

BASKETBALL
,
continued f r om page
15

seeded Ephmen.
During
the
off-season ,
Whitmore said he recruited newcomers to theteam that should contribute ri ght away. Dave
McLaughlin,a 6-foot 6-inch center
from Brockton,Mass., will attempt
to fill the large shoes of NESCAC
Player of the Year Paul Butler, who
Colby lost to graduation. First-year
shooter John Hebert will also pitch
in.
Thebiggest addition to the team
will be Jason Jabar, a 6-foot 4-inch
Waterville native who transferred
to Colby from UMaine - Orono.
Jabar spent the fall rocking wouldbe receivers from his free safety
position on the Colby football team.
CODE, continued from Even though he begins practice late
and perhaps not in basketball shape,
page 8
Whitmore said he looks forward to
group devoid of any intent other his presence.
than to offend a group, then the
"He is a strong athlete who has
person is out of line.
good skill," said Whitmore. "We
But how does the college deal look forward to him joining us and
with the offender? The offender growing from there."
could bedealt with most effectively
The Mules, ranked no. one in
— and severely — by the Colby New England, start the season in a
student community. The offender pre-season tournament featuring
would encounter purposeful ridi- Oberlin College of Ohio (Colby's
culeand alienation from fellow stu- first round opponent), Wheaton
dents. First, letting students "po- Collegeand Maine Maritime Acadlice"one another would serve as an emy. The tournament,which starts
opportun ity for this ignorant per- on Friday, will be a primer for opson to learn of the intelligenceof the ponents later on this semester that
group which he offended, if they will test the White Mules.
tactfully counter his stupidity as
"We've got to meet the chalthey should. Second,students han- lengeof the beforeChristmas scheddling the problem would serve as a ule, which has four tournament
far more potent deterrent than quality teams," said Whitmore.
whatever the administration or the "We've got to prove that we're
arbitrator could threaten.
ready to be a strong home team."Q
Hate speech must not be tolerated anywhere in society, especially
at Colby.When exhibited,it should SHOW, continu ed
be pun ished in the most severe fr omp age6
manner possible, The bclittlcmcnt
of one's gend er, race,or sexual orientation is no minuscule crime. Al- over to the rocks and the sticks,"
lowing any party other than the Meader said. "I always keepan eye
students at whom the epithets were out for what kids respond to."
aimed to deal with the offender
Meader said he enjoys fishing
assumes that students are incapa- the Kennebecriver.Hesaid he hopes
ble of representingtheir own inter- visitors will contemplate nature
est, however.It also prevents a cru- when they play the game. "Perhaps
ci al learn i ng exper i ence from it will make people think about the
occurring!)
rivers," he said. Q
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Echo photo by J ennife rAtwood
Chaintaw toting crews removed the lower branc hes from
the oak trees on either side of Runnal s Road this week.
The low branches made it to dificult to mow the grass
under the trees, according to Alan Lewis, director of
Physical Plant ,
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22oz Natural Light Draft - $ 1.50
HH
Michelob & Michelob Light - $2.25 H
Shots & Tooters on Specials
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" MUNCHIES,
continued f r ompage
"Being an assistant coach gives you a view into the concept of coaching," said women's soccer and
16
basketball Head Coach Carol Anne Beach. 'You find out if it is really something you love."

COACHES, continued f r ompage 16

Beach, who was assistant women's soccer coach during the 1991 season, was promoted to head coach in
1992.
The job of assistant coach has grown with increased technology. For example, assistant coaches must
dissect films and develop specific practices.Q

CLASSIFIED

- .I ,

_ .-

.

-

their best season since1972,but the
5-2-1 record is deceptive on paper.
"We were probablyeight points
away from 8-0,"said Smith,"That's
just the way it goes."
Fortunately, the team is stacked
with talent for the 1994 campaign.
Mannering willbebackatQB,along
with leadingreceiver Chris Fossella
'95,fullback Smith,tailbackLawaun
Curry' '97 and punter Matt
Morrissey.
Defensively the team will miss
wide-bodies Wagenkneckt and
Mark Gallagher '94on the defensiveline,along withmobile defenders Erik Georges '94 and Sean
Devine *94. However,theentiresecondary will return, making a nice
foundation for the next season.
"If we win five games next year,
its a failure," said Smith, who will
have to carry much of the load next
fall."We can't keepdoing this each
year."Q

- ¦

ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOYMENT - Fisheries. Many earn $2,000+/mo. in canneries or $3,000
$6,000+/mo. on fishing vessels. Many employers provide benefits. No exp. necessary! Get the .
necessary head start on next summer. For more info, call: 1-206-545-4155 ext. A5069
DAYTONA BEACH - SPRING BREAK First Class, oceanfront hotel directly on the beach, parties,
pool deck furi , nightclubs, suns hine, DO NOT MISS THIS TRIP!! Includes roun dtrip motorcoac h
trans, with on campus pick up and drop off, only $289.00 quad occp., depart 3/18/94 return 3/27/94.
"
Call for free brochure 1-800-9-DAYTONA, M-F, 8-6. See you on the BEACH??
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn up to $2,0O0+/month working on Cruise Ships or Land-Tour
companies. World travel. Summer & Full-Time employment available. No experience necessary.For
more informa tion call 1-206-634-0468 ext.C5069
FREE TRIPS AND MONEY!! Individuals and Student Organizations wanted to promote theHottest
Spring Break Destinations, call the nation's leader. Inter-Campus Programs 1-800-327-6013
SPRING BREAK '94 - SELL TRIPS, EARN CASH & GO FREE!!! Student Travel Serv ices is now
hiring campus reps. Call @ 800-648-4849

WHO WOULD K NOW MORE ABOUT THANKSGIVING

THAN THE BAKERS
ON MAYFLOWER HILL?

Football (5-2-1)
Colby 21 Bowdoin 21
end of season

Menrs Basketball
Colby 108 Colby Alumni 98
11/19-20 Colby Invitational at
Wadsworth Gymnasium
11/27 vs. Suffolk ® 2 p.m.
12/1 @ Husson

Women's Basketball
Colby 45 Colby Alumni 37
11/20 at Williams
11/21 vs. Wesleyan at Williams
12/1 at Husson
12/3 vs. Tufts @ 5:30p.m.

Women's Ho ckey
11/20 vs. Princeton @ 11 a.m.
11/21 vs. Yale ® 1p.m.
12/4 vs. Cornell @ 2 p.m.

Men's Hockey
11/19vs. Norwich @ 7 p.m.
11/20 vs. Middlebury @ 3 p.m.
11/24 at U. Southern Maine
12/1 vs. Bowdoin @ 7 p.m.
12/4 vs. U. Mass Amherst @ 7 p.m.

Men's Squash
Thanksgiving is almost here!
Why not lighten your wo rkload this year by bringing home some fresh baked goods from our
Colby Bakery for you r family. They will be avail able this year from the "Cor ner Store " located
next to the Spa.

This year 's selections include:
P u m pk in

A New England Traditio n
Deep Dish Apple Pie - $3.95
Fresh Maine Apples topped with a Delicately Woven Lattice Crust
Peca n Pie - $5.25
Southern Pecans Laced with Bour bon

^____

Cranberry

.^5_3__i_______>^

Bread

- $2.50
a Great holiday Breakfast Treat
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11/27vs. Plymouth State @ 1p.m.
12/4 at U. Mass Dartmouth

f r omp ag e 15

Bread - $2.50

Pum pkin

Men's and Women's
Swimming

ALPINE
, continued
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Women's Squash
11/19vs. Middlebury at Bates
11/20 at Bowdoin
11/20 vs.Conn.Collegeat Bowdoin

*

Pie - $3.25

11/19-21 at Williams Invitational
12/1 vs. Bowdoin @ 3:30 p.m.
12/3 vs. Conn. College @ 7 p.m.

Ban a na

N ut B r e ad - $2.50
Our Bakery 's Specialty
Treats

Decorated

Cupcakes - $2.50

- A HaJf Dozen Individually
. The kids
Deco rated

Be sure to place your order early l Call trie Spa today at Ext. 3332.

Orders may be picked up on Novemb er 22 or 23. Payment should be made when the order is
placed.

With returning veterans like
Ross Piper '95, Bill Bradley '95,and
Furber, the combination of new talent and experience will ensure that
the men's team will be serious contenders this year.
For the women ,returningskiers
likeSwenson, .CatherineCampbell
'96, Alane O'Connor '96, Sarah
Barker 94,and Liz Bancroft '94 will
add a great amount of stability to
the team.
The snow Mules will try to improve on last year's eighth place
finish in the Eastern Division, and
twenty-third national ranking last
year.
In coopera tion w ith Sugar loa f /
USA th e Colby Ski Team won a bid
to host the NCAA Nationals at
Sugarloaf this year. The prestigious
event will bring national attention
no t onl y to Sugarloaf,but also to the
Colby Ski Team.
"Hosting the nationals will be
great for the program and wonderful for the mountain/' said Furber.
"Sugarloaf is very committed to
Colby Skiing and it is the best thing
for both tho team and the
mountain."Q

MEN'SHOCK^cq^
and Dan Larkin95.
^
Added to these returners are newcomers Dan Lavergne, who
garnered Rhode Island Playerof the Year honors, and center Nick
Lamia, who led the Culver Military Academy team last year.
Colby has shown that it can score in the two exhibition matches
they played against Mount Alison of Canada and New England
College.The Mules were fortunate to catch Mount Alison on a down
nigKt,as they jumpedout early on the Division I team and wound up
with a 6-3-victory. The team came out again the next evening and
drubbed N.E.C. 5-3.
Both wins were impressiveconsidering that last year's secondleadingscorerandTri-CaptainBrian Pompeo'95and topdefenseman
Stu Wales '96 were sidelined due to injuries.
'Theextitingthing about our teamis that we didn't have Pompeo
and Wales and we scored 11goals/'said Borek. "This is coming from
a team that
on averaged
is 2.8 [goals per game] a year ago."
defense
Wales,who will be complimentedby junior Bill
B^ck
Driscoll and sophomoreJamie Adams. Again on defense, first-years
willbe pivotal.George Kennedy,Bob Doakand SteveSprague will all

Island Squeezer
4% Vodka Coolers
(Pink Ice, Lime Mist , & Trop ical)
Michelob Bottles....
Ballantine Ale 64 oz Bottle
^<|||pllp&
J||pl{a

g(V-J^
_J^f^
(^•MyaafS^j i^

vie for ice time inside the blue line.
In betweenthe pipes will be senior Tri-Captain Alex Moody,who
has been a mainstay for the team. With a wide open style of play,
Moody will earn his letter, but Borek is confident that Moody will
provide the needed defense, especially after the exhibition contests
where he stopped several one-on-one and two-on one bids by $te
opposition.
"A lot of our success lies with Alex/'said Borek. "He looked great
this season."
The team has been tested early not only by the exhibitions,but by
practicesthat havebeen thrownof kilterbythesituation oftheAlfond
Arena. Buildings and Grounds has worked around the clock in
getting broken compressors fixed, and hopefully, with the arrival of
a third compressor, the team will have ice against Norwich University tomorrow.
Because of the no-ice problem at Alfond,the team has been forced
to have early morning practices at Sukee Arena in Winslow. "It's
tough getting up/' said Gleason. "But seeing everyone at practice
shows our dedication."?
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Open : Sun-Wed till 9 pm , Thurs till 10pm,
have& Sat
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Fri
till Midnight

Bud Family 18 Packs 9^99 H

We now import
thebeersest selection
of domestic and
Central
in
Maine
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wSmsm 873-6228
CHAMPIONS FITNESS CLUB

AEROBICS

Classes are available:

W
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Powerstep Advanced w/ Kiki Juarez
11 am Saturday s

Class Schedules Available at Champions III
6 ELM PLAZA

WATERVLLE, ME 04901'
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CALL US!
873-0100
40 ELM ST
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DOMINO'S TWISTY BREAD
NOT V AUD WITH THE DOM1NATOR ™
COUPON NECESSARY
OFFER EXPIRES 11-28-93

¦ NOTVAUD Wmi DOMINATOR TM
1
COUPON NBCESSARY
I
EXPIRES: 11.28.93
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hot ter than ever
Internships , Language Programs & Study Tours
.
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•
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Singapore • London • Paris
Florence • Madrid • Hong Kong
Strasbourg • Geneva • Ireland • Oslo

TOPPINGS
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LARGE ONE

BUY ANY PIZZA AT
REGULAR PRIC E &
NOT VALID W/ DOM1NATOR ™
COUPON NECESSARY
EXPIRES: 11-28-93
______¦¦¦
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SYRA CUSE SUMMER STUD Y ABR OAD

• WATERVILLE
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Monday - Saturday 6:30 am - 8:00pm
•Featuring Reebok Step*

Also:

1

I Don't drive , jusl colKus Jor last deliiwy!
Mon. ¦Wed. 8oai.9pm
873-4837
Than. Dan-IQpm
¦
215A College Avenue
FrU Sal.open Mil MIDNIGHT ' •*
we deliver kegs mid CfBESi * wcwiwoiiEiicTUiiMi_Bij_sibt
San. I2pm-7p«

SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE
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Syracuse Universit y
Division of Interna tional Pro grams Abroad
110 Euclid Avenue
Syracuse , NY 13244-4170
1-800-235-3472

*

Devastator df the Week
WEEK ENDING 11/ 13/ 93
The final standings in Flag Football are:
Residence Hall League
1. Pierce
2. Coburn
3. Mar y Low
4. Foss
Top Scorers
Open League
1. S. Walter - 4 TDs
2. D. Cribb y - 3 TDs

E chophotoby YuhgoYamagucmHe's All-State, All-NESCAC , but could he be All-American ^
He will be if he f inishes in the top 25 at the NCAArace this
weekend*Brian Carlson *94 was one of five individuals to
qualify p a rthe national race when he f inish ed seventh at
the New England Division HI Championshi ps last
weekend. Carlson , who "Jumped to a whole new level, **
according to Coach Jim Wescott this season, also has the
opportunity to qualify for NCAAsthis winter in cross
country skiing.
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ALSO FOR GMAT, MCAT and GRE.

Courses meet at Colby!
Courses are starting SOON !
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Har vtrd Institute for International Development
1 Eliot Street
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J ust Arrived :
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lined nylon sweat s
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call today- m 447-0254 '^™^r ^F ~
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• Live abroad
• Learn a new culturea language
• Let WorldTeach defer^your student loans
• Change your life while changin g others
' Call WorldTeach, ata(6l-7)495-5527

•

If you're serious about Law School; then prep -with the best Our course guarantees classes of fifteen students or fewer and extra help with your instructors, not
tapes or computers. For dates"of upcoming free sessions, CALL TODAY.

¦ '"

All over the world people need something you have. An education. Having an education can get people jobs. It can change lives. If you have a
college education , you can become a V.'orldTeach volunteer. "As a volunteer
for WorldTeach . you'll contribute your knowlege and slcills to students who
need them. And you'll further you own education in ways you 've never
imagined. Q^a WorldTeach volunteer:

" _
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What you already know
can change a life !
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Dorm League
1. K. Tolbert - 3 TDs
2. V. Chau - 2 TDs
3. Golden - 2 TDs

The playoffs are this week. Check the I-Play bulletin boards for dates and times.
~~
',
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I I4»LA¥ 0FTHE WEEK
\
Last week Dan Katz i'94 of Too Much Trouble made an
incredible interception on Ids own 30 yard line, eluded several
defenders and proceeded to scamper 70 yards for a touchdown re turn
in the game against CAF'NB.
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Open League
1. Fighting Amish
2. Too Much Trouble
3. CAF"NB
4. Small Nasty Mammals
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Nordic skiin g looks to Mules face off at home thi s weekend
BY KATE C HARBONNIER
a promisin g season
,

BY EUGENE BU ONO
Staff Writer

Though the cross-country slci
trails of Mayflower Hill are void of
snow, men and women on Colby's
Nordic ski team Jttave been practicing and getting themselves into
shape throughout the fall for what
Coach Jefferson. Goethals '93 said
looks to be a "promising season."
The Mules will host the Division I
Nationals this year.
This is Goethals' first year as
coach of the Mules, but he is no

stranger to Colbycross-country skiing. Goethals was a member of the
cross-country ski team throughout
his tenure at Colby and Captain his
junior and senior years,but he likes
coaching just as much as he liked
competing.
"I love my job, and I am excited
to be doing what I'm doing," he
said. "The thought of being at the
helm of a Division I team that is
hosting the Nationals my first year
coaching is incredible. Things like
this happen once in a lifetime."
There is a lot for Goethals to be
see NORDICan pa ge 10

Better than grandma 's apple cobbler
BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Sports Editor

What a seaso n to b e Sports Editor.Colby teams were better this fall

than how I feel after 1eat a slice of my grandmother's apple cobbler.
How good is that? Hew, look:
• Women's cross-country became the first Colby team to qualify
ior NCAA competitioni.
• Brian Orison also made it to the national run itorn,men's crosscountry.
• Field hockey went into a plume booth to turn its Clark-Kent-Iike
2-10team into a Supermanish 7-7season.
•Men'ssoccer the-first-teanvto-be-considered-and-then-snubbedby-the NCAA-committee, won the ECACs.
• Women's soccer was a win away from the play-offs.
• We have a sweet field house coming*
Yet I ponder,why were we so good? We need answers,and I may
have found the medium in which to providethem...
The Top Ten Reasons Why Colby Fall Sports Were So Successful: «
10) The hope that Harold Alfond would donate another couple of
million for personal masseuses in the training room.
9) It didn't snow*
8) Athletes-sick of Michelle Severance getting all the attention
played better,
7) The administration's speech codes don't extend to the playing
fields.
6) No severed cow's heads.
5) The White Mule,the best and most sterile mascot in NESCAC,
found a sperm donor.
4) President Cotter and Janice Kassman show school spirit by
leading rugby teams in songs around the initiation keg.
3) Fourletters: NCAA.
2) We played Bates.
1) The fire that burned the field house can't scorch desire.
Maybe whatwe really need has already been done by Jon Walsh,
whopublished a Colbyfight song in this very column last year.I now
join the lyricalmiracle/ the poet-and-he-didn't-even-know-it,for the
second annual Sports Editor tHght song. Roll the tape,qui et in the
house. y

There is a school in Waterville

Its name is Colby, on Mayflower Hill.
Even though our mascotcan't reproduce,

;

So fear the White Mul e you silly fool,
An d if you didn 't know Colby is the school.
Forget about
about Bates,
(o Bowdoin , forget
you
won't get dates.
If you ^o those schools
the men', soccer team was snubbed by the NCAA ,
But women's cross Countr y is on their Way*
Field hockey's record wa. seven and seven,
But compar edtu M year ,if $ a dice of heaven.
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It is hard to imagine an ice
hockey season without ice,but that
is just what the women's ice hockey
team has faced for the past two
weeks. A broken compressor has
made it impossible to make ice in
the Alfond Arena, so the team has
been practicing in predawn hours
and late into the night at rinks off
Mayflower Hill, a schedule that is
taking its toll on the players.
Coach Laura Halldorson looks
to the bright side, however. "I'm
hoping this experience will pull us
together as a team," she said.
A third compressor is now installed and the Mules are expecting
ice tod ay for their games this weekend .
Last season the Mules finished
with'a disappointing 6-14-1 record.
Halldorson attributes the poor season to a lack of incoming talent. She
has more than made up for that this
year, she said.
Nine first-year students will be

New squash courts are the difference
Sarah Robinson
Staff Writer

Last year s fire at the field house really-changed
things for the Colby squash team. The team had
abbreviated practices on two courts last year for two
teams, at Champions. Without the courts in the old
gym, the team had no home practices and no home
matches.
This year is different. Coach John Illig is excited
about the upcoming season with new state-of-the-art
courts and a team that should be very competitive in
New England.
Colby came in 28th last year out of 47 teams from
the Northeast, inc^yding Ivy League and NESCAC
schools. Illi g is said he expects that the team will take
advantage of the new courts and "gain some momentum this year and improve as the year goes by," he
said.
The men's team, which sports an 18 member
roster,iscaptained by Matt Dubel '94and DrewSnow
'95. Their first competition of the season will be this
weekend at the Williams Invitational, where they
play six matches.
The captains of the 12member women'steam are
Liz Greene '94 and Kate LaVigne '95. The women

play this weekend, with one match against Bates and
two against Bowdoin.
The fieldhouse now has five squash courts of two
different size's. Three courts are for American squash,
meaning that they are narrower and are played with
a hard ball.
The other t wo courts are international courts,which
are wider and are played with a softer ball. The
women's team has already changed to the soft ball.
The men's team is expecting to do so next year.
Because American squash is steadily changing to
fit the international standard, the three American
courts have been built with a false wall so that they can
easily expand to accommodate the changing rules of
the game.
Princeton, Trinity, U. Penn., and Brandeis have all
changed to the wide, international courts.
"Colby is at a reaiadvantage now,"said Illig. "Our
courts have already made what is going to be an
inevitable change for other American squash courts.
We are,exactly where we need to be for upcoming
players."
With the new glass-backed courts, the team is
ready for more fans to come watch the competition.
The old, solid-walled courts offered only a birds eye
view of the court, from a balcony.Q

Coach Cain sets goals for swimmin g
BY ANDREW GREENBERG
Staff Writer
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hitting the ice for Colby"this year; Both will be important players for
Among them will be Barb Gordon the Mules. "Strength in net is really
from the Holderness School. Gor- the key," said Halldorson. "I am a
don will be joining her sister Elna strong believer in building your
'95 on defense. Halldorson is look- team from the goal out."
ing forward to watching the pair
Halldorson is looking forward
to a toug h
p lay.
"They
schedule this
"I
am
d
strong
believer
communiseason. Colby
cate well,"
is
part of a
building
your
in
team
she said.
twelve team
"Barb has from the goal out "
ECAC league
the ability
that includes
to score
nine Division I
-Laura Halderon , teams and only
and play
well dethree Division
women 's ice
fensively."
III squads. One
hockey coach
Capof the team's
tains Kate
goals for this
Diana '94 and Heather McViccar season is to earn respect within the
'97 will be the other defensive pair. league. The team took big losses
Three first-year students are against many of their opponents
among the forwards on the top two last year. Halldorson would also
offensive lines. Stacy Joslin, Carey like to see the Mules finish above
Charleboisand Becca Floor will join .500. "I think that we are capable of
Captain Elizabeth Labovitz '94, Sa- doing that, plus some," she said.
rah Gelman '96, and Lyndsay
Colby will be hosting Princeton
Griffiths '95 on offense.
on Saturday at 11:00 a.m. and Yale
Marie Polichronopoulos '97will on Sunday at 1:00 p.m. for its first
share the net with Jen Dursi '96. home games. Q
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The women's swimming team
had a strong recruiting year, landing as many as 15 new swimmers.
As many as six of the first years will
be able to step in right away and fill
some holes left by the graduated
seniors.
"We have three goals for this
year 's teams/ said men's an d
women's Coach Sheila Cain. "First,
qual i fy as many peop le as possible
for New Englands. Second, break
as many school recordsas possible.
And lastly, gel: a few swimmers
qualified for nationals."
Two of the first-years who are
expected to have immediateimpact
are Morgan Filler '97 an d Kr istyn
Ha dam '97. Cain said it may not be
impossible to for Hadam to breaka

Echo photo hy J ennifer Atwood

Colby swimmers have hit the water for ihe season .
school record in the backstroke in senior. "Kamin was away first setheir first meet Saturday against mester last year — that hurt her
Plymouth State.
progress/' Cain said. "Being here
The team is led by senior Cap- the entire season should allow her
tain Kamin McCclland '94. Cain
expects a big year from her lone see SWIMMINGon p ag e 10

Mules want to be in
Buffalo in March
BY JAC COYNE

Asst. Sports Editor

There is nothi ng like Buffalo in

March. These sentiments are echoed loudly by the members of the
men's basketball team, who would
like nothing better than to be in
up state New York come early
spring. Buffalo State University is
the host school of t he 1994 NCAA
Division III Basketball Championship.
Th is year marks th e inaugural
season for New England Small College AthleticConference teams'eligibility for the national championships. This year's senior class has
posted a 87-11record in the three
years they have played so far, and
there is promise for another outstanding year and possibly a trip to
the NCAAs.
Last year's team, which posted
a 22-3 record, has most of its big
guns back. Head Coach Dick
Whitmorewillbuild the team based
on senior tri-captains Glenn
McCrum, Chip Clark an d Gary
Bergeron.
Echo photo by J ennifer Merrick
Whitmore, who is entering his Ga ry Bergeron '94 (#51),
23rd season as head coach, will also
Also returning to the team,
depend onthereturnof junior point
guard Matt Gaudet. An injury in which is ranked eleventh in the
the off-season has hindered the 6- country in a pre-season coaches
foot Rumford, Maine nativeall fall, poll, are junior Greg Walsh and
but he is expected to be fully recov- sophomore Dave Stephens, who
ered in time for the first game, ac- were both heroes in last year's
cording to Head Trainer Tim ECACfinal against Williams.Walsh
chipped in 21points,with five three
Adams.
"The doctor said he had an ad- poin ters, and Stephens muscled 20
ductor muscle strain," said Adams. points in the downing of no. one"I think it is going to beone of those see BASKETBALLon
game-by-game type things."
page 10

Colby alpine

young
It'
s
the
and the
ski team
looks to tlie old for women's hoops
summit

BY RYAN MAYHUGH
StaffWriter

BY GERALD COAKLEY
Staff Writer
Last week the Colby Alpine ski
team started its rigorous training
schedule. Some members wake at
6:30 a.m., travel two hours on back
roads to Sugarloaf, practice, and
are back in time for classes.
In its second year as a Division
I sport, the team is looking forward
to a promising year.The team has a
n ew coach, Paul Lawson, and will
host the NCAA Division I National
Championships at Sugarloaf.
"I'm really excited about the
season ," said Captain Kate
Swenson '96. "We have a great
caliber of racers returning from last
year and wehavesix freshman competing for spots."
"The incoming freshmen look
to make the team much stronger as
a whol e," said Captain Adam
Furber '94. "The new people will
make our depth much greater."
The Colby Ski Team's elevation
to Division I status helped it attract
talent to the incoming class this
year.
"Its interesting because we have
more people coming from national
and international skiing backgrounds than ever before," said
Swenson.
"Because of the great training
facilities that Colby has, it has attracted many people to the team
and it will be very competitive to
make the team this year," said
Furber.
see ALPINEon page 11

W aterville H ouse of
Pizza

^

Scoring goals was the problem during the 1992-3 season for the men's
ice hockey team. With this in mind, Head Coach Scott Borek recruited
talented scorers from all over North America, which will hopefully help
this team better their 6-17-1 record of last year.
The newscoring will come from last year's scoring leader and captain
Keith Gleason '94, who anchors a solid crew of forwards that have a nose
for the net. Returning with Gleason is"Blair Weatherbie '94, Brian Cronin
see MEN'S HOCKEYon page 12
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Mules looking for ice,
improvement , and goals

IF YOU WANT TO GET FROM

139 M ai n Street
Waterville , ME 04901
Telephone: (207) 873-4300
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!The. originalI Italian Sandwiches
. 2 for $5.99 or 1 for $3.00
iHot ham , genoa salami , cooked
!salam i, mortadello , p r ovalone ,
"lettuce , tomato , pickles , on ions ,
and hot peppers.
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Coming off a 13-9 season a year
ago, the Colby women's basketball
team will attempt to improve on its
record from last year with a squad
that features an abundance of seniors and first-years.
"We are going to try and close
the gap between those with a lot of
experience and those with none,
and develop as a unit," said thirdyear Coach Carol Anne Beach.
Last year's grad uates left two
key positions to be filled this year.
Point guard Maria Kim '93and center Beth Montgomery '93 will be
sorely missed. Montgomery was a
force in the paint,leading the team
in scoringand rebounding last year.
Betsy Maclean '94, last year's
second leading scorer, will attempt
to fill Montgomery's shoes in the
middle. Starting at strong forward
will be Andrea Bowman '94, who
managed to finish third in scoring a

year ago despite being away for the
second semester.
Two more seniors, Kathy Pooler
'94 and J osette Huntress '94, will
start for the Mules. Pooler will most
likely play small forward, while
Huntress will fill the role of off
guard for Colby. Both have had
strong preseasons, according to
Beach.
Rookie Lynn Kenoyer will fill
Kim's shoes at the point guard position and quarterback the offense.
"She has done a nice j ob of directing the offense/' said Beach."She is
also real disci plined in her defensive ability."
Amber Howard,one of six firstyears on the squad, will come off
the bench mostly as a shooting
guard.
With all fou r seniors in starting
roles and only one junior and sophomore on the active roster,the Mules
will try improve on last year's effort by creatinga chemistrybetween
the experienced and inexperienced
players, according to Beach. ?
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We will be visitin g Colby College
December 1-2
Wont (o (each? Consider Independent (private) schools?
Independent
Over 450
schools have job openings every year and many seek Ihe energy and
diversity of recent graduates to (111their positions.
IKS is the only non-profit teacher placement organization, and there is no chqrge to students!
For more Information contact your career office or call (800)257-5102
INDEPENDENTEDU CATIONALSERVICES • 353 NASSAU ST. • PRINCETON , NJ 085<l0 • (1100)257.5102
Ml ilTCACIII_SOiAOL.CO M

See the Vliriter
Sp orts Preview on
p ages15 and 14,

Women's cross countr y
becomes first Colby team
to quali fy for nationals
her," said Aitken. "The team will help her

BY CHRIS DAVENPORT
Sports Editor

The women's cross country team is the

first Colby squad to take advantage of
NESCACs decision to let small colleges
compete as teamson the national level. The
Mules had been eyeing the course in Iowa
since the start of the season.
"We were hoping to be the first team to
go from thebeginning,"said Coach Debbie
Aitken. "When we realized the men's socj:er team had a good chance of going we
said, 'Okay, we'll be the second Colby
team.'"
The men's soccer team didn't make it
past the NCAA selection committee, but
the women's cross country team's second
place finish at the New Englan d Division HI
Champ ionships left no doubt that they
would be on a plane for Iowa.
Colby will compete against the best 21
schools and 184 runnersin the country.
The Mules are hoping to increase the
number of schools from the New England
region that compete in the national competition. BecauseNESCAC schools have been
absent in the past, so have some of the
nation's best teams. If Colby can place in
the top thirteen, a fourth team from the
New England region will be able to qualify
at next year's race.
"We havea job to do," Aitken said. "We
are not just satisfied with getting there.
Because NESCAC schools have never competed in the NCAAs, New England hasn't
gotten a lot of respect from the rest of the
country."
Three-time, going on four, All-American Michelle Severance has, however. It
will be Severence's fourth trip to the national tournament in her four yearson the
Hill. This year, accompanied by her team,
she said she feels more relaxed.
"When I went alone with Deb, I was a
wreck,"she said."It will help all of us if we
have people to be nervous with."
"She always wished the team was with
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run better. It takes the pressure off her."
Colby may reach its goal of placing in
the top thirteen with strong individual
runners that often run in Severence's
shadow. All of the Colby runners shined
last weekend, when six of the top seven
runners ran personal best times at the
Division III qualifier race. "It was the first
four hour bus ride we've had this year
when no one fell asleep," Aitken said.
Colbyhad nine runners under the nineteen minute mark, a first for Aitken, who
has been the head coach for nine years.
This is one of her best teams, she said,and
she finally has the chance to bring her
entire team to nationals. In 1986 the Mules
won the NCAA qualifier race, but had to
watch non-NESCAC teams go. This year
all of Aitken's Mules will go with her,and
the NCAA will pay for all the team's accommodations, according to Aitken.
"I've had two teams that have won the
regional qualifier," she said, "and had to
watch {other] teams go while we couldn't.
It's such a crushing blow. You're trying to
reach the pinacle. Then you reach it, and
you can't go."
b "Our seasons never really had a sense
of closure before, knowing there was another level"we could go to," said Severance.
The biggest meet s Colby has raced in
so far have been the Codfish Bowl in Boston, the State Meet and the U. Mass
Dartmouth Invitational. The Mules won
all threeof those meets. But Aitken is still
skeptical about thenational race. "It'shard
to feel confident going into national having never been there before/' said Aitken.
The course, set on a golf course with a
200yard uphill finishes theoneSeverance
cap tured her first Ail-American title on,
and Aitken feels it is a good course for the
entire team as well.But most of all they are
just excited about having their wishes
granted. "We were hoping it would come
true," said the coach, "and it did."Q
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Colby's assistant coaches
embod y commitment
BY ELLIOTT BARRY
Staff Writer
Assistant coaches at Colbydo
not come to work everyday because they have to, they come
because they want to. They enjoy their work. Traditional athletic achievement results from
hard work on the field , not in the
size of the contract,and assistant
coaches in Colby's small athletic
department continue this tradition of achievement.
Colby requires its assistant
coaches to work fulltime for three
seasons. Most coaches coach two
different sports and do a season
of administrative work.
Assistant Coach Al Holliday
works withthefootball team,but
in the fall, and winter, he is the
assistant swim team coach. In
the spring Holliday administrates chores in the athletic department.
Colby employs a number of
assistant coaches, but because it
Echophoto by Yithgo Yamaguchi
is a small school with a comparatively small athleticbudget,com- Assistant football coach Ed Mestieri at practice .
pensation for these coaches is meager, acWhitmore, director of athletics.
cording to Holliday.
The football team has six assista nt coaches,
"We survive as a family, but it takes two
the largest number of assistant coaches asincomes to make ends meet," he said.
signed to one team.
Away from the athletic department,some
"As students' needs come up we try to
assistant coaches seek further employment.
meet them," said Whitmore.
AdrienneSchibles,assistan t coach to women's
Overall, the coaches enjoy working with
soccer an d basketball, said that in her first
Colby athletes. "I feel privileged to work
year at Colby she worked a second job to be
with to work with the group of kids that I see
able to pay the bills. Hollid ay said she also
held a num ber of summer jobs, including everyday. The students bring the satisfaction
to the job," said offensive line and J.V. lapool director.
crosse Coach Ed Mestieri.
Despite the low salary,an assistan t coach's
An assistant coach's position may also be
position is a career commitment.
. a stepping stone for those interested in be'This is a career-orientated j ob," said
coming a head coach, according to Schibles.
Holliday. 'You makea full time commitment
'i have been able to get my foot in the
to your job,and unlessabsolutely neccessary,
door by working at Colby. It is a great stepthere is little room to work at other places."
ping stone for a future in coaching," said
Colby constantly reviews the number of
Schibles.
assistant coaches it employs and adjusts the
number as necessary, according to Richard see COACHES on p age 11

Tie at Bowdoin leaves footb all with munchies
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later. Colby football player's stomachs are grumbling this week after
their 21-21 tie against Bowdoin on a
bitter overcast day in Brunswick.
The tic left the Mules with a record
of 5-2-1,,and tied with tho Polar
Bears for the CBB title. Colby won
the last five consecutiveCBB titles.
The last time Colby and
Bowdoin tied was in 1949, and although there Have been three-way
ties for the CBB crown, this year is
the first time that there has been a
two-way tie.
From the first playfrom the line
of scrimmage,where Bowdoin running back Anthony Molinari
coughed up the ball on the Polar
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Bear 30 yard line, the game was
marred by turnovers. Four plays
later, Bowdoin intercepted a pass
from Matt ManneringD5.Fiveplays
after that, Bowdoin quarterback
Ramon Martinez turned the ball
over again throwing an interception to White Mule defensive tackle
Rich Wagcnknecht'94.
Late in the first quarter the two
teams traded touchdowns, as
Martinez hit Jon Beedy in the end
zone for an 18 yard scoring strike
for the Polar Bears. Seconds before
the closeof the first quarter, sophomorefullback Brad Smith rumbled
10 yards for the first of his three
touchdowns for the Mules. Smith's
performance earned him a spot on
the ECAC honor roll.
Faced with going into the half
down 14-7after a Martinez oneyard
run , Colby executed superbly late
in the second quarter , and
Mannering hit Smith with a three-

yard touchdown strike that tied the
score with under a minute to go in
the half. Colby special teams then
stepped to the fore and recovered a
fumble on the ensuing kickoff with
just seconds left in the half.
"We played well when we
wanted to and thought that everything else was going to care of itself," said Smith.
Mannering nailed senior tight
end John Grady (119 yards receiving oh eight catches) to set up a field
goal attempt with three seconds
showing on the clock. Place kicker
Joh n Jordan's 26 yard kick fell short
as time expired, sending the teams
to the locker room knotted at 14.
The second half saw Smith barrel his way in for another touchdown , which Martinez matched
with another one yardjaunt, tying
the clubs at 21 — the final score.
With the tie, the Mules captured
see MUNCHIES on page 11

